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used by dealers to seal book bags was depleted! 
Previous fairs were traditionally held downtown at 

Robson Square, and this year’s fair was no exception. 
Despite being tucked away on a lower level with no 
street presence, the fair’s compact yet comfortable 
location met with approval from exhibitors. Traffic was 
no doubt helped by a front-page story, “Book dealers 
selling treasured tomes,” that ran in the Vancouver Sun 
the day before the fair opened.

Conversations during the fair indicate that 
a tradition of self-deprecating black humour 
continues to be alive and well in the world of book 
dealers. A sample of quotations from the booths:
Things are great (pause) in the context of the times.
How are books selling? Let me get my thesaurus.
You have to have a lot of faith to be selling modern 
first editions. No matter how you price a book, 
someone is selling it cheaper.

For me, the biggest and most pleasant surprise of 
the fair’s two days was the number of younger people 
who attended, engaged knowledgeably with the 
booksellers, and, yes, bought books. Sure, there were 
the usual suspects—bearded grey-haired boomers—
present in sizeable numbers, but it was the younger 
book buyers who give hope for the future. 

During the fair I witnessed several interactions 
between exhibitors and younger customers which 
evoked for me distinct memories of my early book 
collecting years:

A teenage boy spends time carefully looking 
at a 1930s edition of Don Quixote illustrated by 
Salvador Dali and talks about how much he loves 
surrealism. He heads off and returns later with 
his parents in tow and the book is purchased  
for him.

A book dealer selling a bundled collection of 17 
signed Chuck Palahniuk titles for $2,350 resists 
the entreaties of a long-haired young man to sell 
him the first edition of Fight Club, clearly the 
most desirable book in the collection. 

At issue is not the price of the book—the 
potential customer and seller agree on what 
the book would fetch on its own—but rather 
the book dealer’s need to try to sell all of the 
titles together, while the young collector is only 
lacking the one title. 

A young woman, accompanied by three friends, 
looks at a signed English first edition of 
Umberto Eco’s newest novel, The Prague Cemetery. 
She indicates that she would love to buy it but 
that her book budget is spent for the month. She 
departs only to return later to purchase the book 
at a reduced price.

The program for the 2012 fair included an 
essay by Richard Hopkins, “The Last Book Store 
Standing,” which, while documenting the demise 
of a number of used bookstores in the Vancouver 
area, offers hope for prosperity for a smaller number 
of agile survivors. Hopkins sees the book fair as one 
means for such booksellers to mount a collective 
approach to increase their profile and sell books. 
The success of the 2012 Vancouver Book Fair 
suggests that this is a viable strategy for booksellers 
moving forward.

Paul Whitney, 
a bearded grey-haired boomer known to frequent 
book fairs, is the retired City Librarian of Vancouver 
Public Library.
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